Isolation and characterization of an infectious molecular clone of the MN strain of HIV-1.
Infectious molecular clones of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) have been very important tools for the analysis of regulatory gene functions and the study of differential cell tropism. We have cloned and characterized a proviral sequence of HIVmn from mn strain infected H9 cells. This clone, called KP1, was found to be infectious for different cell lines and human peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL). KP1 proviral DNA was detected in HUT-78 cells and human PBL by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis after infection of these cells with cell-free supernatants from KP1 transfected human rhabdomyosarcoma (RD) cells. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of an infectious molecular clone of HIVmn which is a representative of one of the most prevalent strains of HIV-1 in North America and Europe. Biologically active clones of a broadly antigenic strain such as HIVmn will be extremely useful in therapeutic approaches for AIDS.